2009 Democracy Award
The Democracy Award is a small-scale replica of the Goddess
of Democracy that was constructed in Tiananmen Square in
Beijing, China, during the student movement for freedom
and democracy in 1989.

(“Antúnez”) is a leader of Cuba’s
civic resistance movement who
served more than 17 years in prison,
having been released in 2007. During that period, his fellow inmates
nicknamed him “the black diamond”
because of his courage and unbreakable spirit. In “A Word from the
Opposition” in the January 2009

Bertha Antunez Pernet accepted the Democracy Award on behalf of jailed Cuban dissidents.
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Cuban democracy activists Bertha

Antúnez Pernet and Orlando Gutierrez accepted the award on behalf of
José Daniel Ferrer Garcia, Iris Tamara Pérez Aguilera, Jorge Luis
García Peréz (“Antúnez”), Iván
Hernández Carrillo, and Librado
Linares García, none of whom was

Iris Tamara Pérez Aguilera is
founder and President of the Rosa
Parks Women’s Movement, which
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of eyesight during his imprisonment.
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In the words of NED President
Carl Gershman, Leszek
Kolakowski was “the thinker

who, more profoundly
than any intellectual since
George Orwell, explained the
origins and deformities of
communist totalitarianism
and the threat it posed

NED News and Events

The 2009 Democracy Award was presented in absentia to five Cuban democracy activists, three of whom were in jail the night
of the ceremony. Pictured left to right: Tom Donahue, Bertha Antunez Pernet, Orlando Gutiérrez-Boronat , NED Chair Richard
Gephardt, and NED President Carl Gershman.
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to human freedom.”

outcome of Marxist thought, a
philosophy he called “the
greatest fantasy” of the
twentieth century.
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and went into exile that same year.
In exile, Kolakowski dedicated his

D.C., by Dr. Nathan Glazer, Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Education at Harvard University. Glazer
spoke on “Democracy and Diversity:
Dealing with Deep Divides,” examining the divisions that exist in the
Polish philosopher Leszek Kolakowski, who died in July
2009, was posthumously honored with the Endowment's
Democracy Service Medal.

United States, Canada and India.
Nathan Glazer is a renowned
sociologist and a lifelong friend of
the late Martin Lipset, dating back to
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Martin Lipset.
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remained an implacable foe of Marx-
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major NED conferences. His thinking
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Center for International Affairs at the
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Canada in promoting democracy and
democratic ideals around the world

Nathan Glazer Delivers
Sixth Annual Lipset Lecture

and provides an annual opportunity
for influential audiences of both the

The Sixth Annual Lipset Lecture was
delivered on November 4, 2009, at the
Embassy of Canada in Washington,

United States and Canada to hear
Dr Nathan Glazer, Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Education
at Harvard University, delivered the Sixth Annual Lipset Lecture
on November 4, 2009, at the University of Toronto.

and discuss a declaration on democracy by a prominent intellectual.
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